Electron beams in modified betatrons were previously analyzed by using a paraxial treatment.
I. INTRODUCTION
A high-current accelerator that has received some attention recently is the modified betatron. A cut-away view of the modified betatron is shown in Fig. l . It is basically a conventional betatron with a toroidal magnetic field. Previous treatments of the modified betatron 1 • 2 were based on the paraxial assumption. These treatments only apply to beams where the perpendicular velocity (v 1 ) is small with respect to the axial beam velocity (vz) and are reasonable for accelerators that use tangential injection schemes such as that proposed by the Naval Research Laboratory group. 3 However, for inductive charging injection, such as that used on the UCI Modified Betatron, 4 • 5 the assumption that uf < v; is not reasonable. Specifically, with this injection method the electron source is thermionic so electrons are emitted in various directions, and there is a fast magnetic compression. Also, the paraxial assumption is not valid for particles that are trapped in quasiconfined orbits. As in tokamaks, it is expected that many of the particles in the betatron are in banana-like orbits that do not go around the torus.
Instead of making a treatment based on the paraxial assumption (v~ < v;), a treatment bas been developed based on the guiding center approach. The adiabatic guiding center equation is valid when the fields change slowly during a cyclotron orbit so that lac(aB;!axj)J < IBJ===B and 1111 n) (aB I at JI < B, where ac is the cyclotron radius and n is the cyclotron frequency: eB /ymc. With a large toroidal magnetic field, the guiding center approximation should be valid.
FIG. 1. The modified betatron. Increasing current in the C, coil will create an electric field that will accelerate the beam. C 2 coils produce the betatron field which, in a conventional betatron, will balance the beam's centrifugal force. C 3 coils can trim the betatron field. c. coils produce the toroidal magnetic field.
In Sec. II a procedure using averages of the guiding center equation to find the beam motion is described. The stabilizing effects of quasiconfined particles that are trapped by toroidal field anomalies are discussed in Sec. III. In Sec. IV a comparison of the paraxial and guiding center treatments is presented.
II. GUIDING CENTER EQUATIONS
In accelerators like the UCI Modified Betatron, the toroidal magnetic field is initially much larger than all other fields. A treatment that is applicable to a large magnetic field is the guiding center treatment. In this treatment the particles within a beam will essentially follow the magnetic field lines. The electric field and curvature of the magnetic field lines will cause drifts. In the guiding center treatment the particle motion is assumed to consist of guiding center motion denoted by R and a fast gyromotion denoted by a:
where r is the particle position, vis the particle velocity, and B is the magnetic field. The guiding center drift velocity equation can be obtained by differentiating the above with respected to time, using the Lorentz force to replace v, assuming the fields are static during a gyro-orbit, and averaging over the cyclotron motion.
B 2 ]B, and b = B/I Bj. In order to evaluate the above equation, the external fields and the self-fields must first be determined.
As can be seen in Fig. 1 , the toroidal and betatron fields can be approximated by the following: (3) whereR is the major radius of the torus, sis the betatron field index, and the coordinate system in Fig. 2 considered to be circular in cross section and of constant density. The self-fields of a constant density circular beam can be expressed as follows:
where (X 0 , Y 0 ) is the position of the center of the beam and n is the beam density. The beam will also induce currents 4Dd charge on the surrounding walls. The induced current will be neglected since in the UCI Modified Betatron the wall is slotted to eliminate the current that produces a static magnetic field. The electric field from the wall charge is approximately the following 1 : (5) where N =1Tna 2 is the beam's line density and bis the minor radius of the torus. These fields will determine the motion of the guiding center ofa particle via Eq. (2). The V 11 term in Eq.
(2) is given by the following: The curvature of the magnetic field lines (n) must also be found to evaluate the guiding center equation. Assuming
By using Eqs. ( 6H8), the guiding center velocity (X, Y,Z)
for a particle in the beam can be expressed: 
To obtain an expression for the beam motion, consider averaging the above equations over all the beam particles. In
Also (V 11 x)a!(V 11 )X 0 and (V 11 y)a(V 11 )Y 0 , since Vu is only weakly coupled to the particle position. After averaging these equations over the beam particles, they become the following:
where ( ) indicates averaging. For a coasting beam, these equations can be expressed in terms of two independent harmonic oscillators:
Yo +n
Equations ( 13) and ( 14) indicate that the beam will oscillate about an equilibrium position. The equilibrium position is given by the quantity F ;n 2 and is the following:
Equation ( ( 14) indicate that unless s = 1/2, fl 2 will become negative for some particular range of ( V 11 ) and By0. This corresponds to an instability. The paraxial treatment also indicates the same instability. 6 In the UCI Modified Betatron the beam was accelerated and eventually hit the outer wall. The final electron momentum inferred from x-ray energy measurments was about0.5eB"R /csothat (V 11 )RIJYJ S¥2(V 11 2 ). With this information, Eq. { l 7a) indicates a beam equilibrium deftection that would indeed take the beam to the outer wall. For 
Ill. TWO·BEAM TREATMENT
To obtain a closer correspondence to the experiment, it was postulated that there were a large number of electrons in quasiconfined orbits which did not get accelerated. Electrons in such orbits have previously been postulated to explain experiments at Maxwell Laboratories. 7 In the betatron experiments at UCI, electrostatic probes see two basic frequencies. One is a high frequency and the other is a low frequency. If the frequencies are interpreted in terms of diocotron oscillations then the fast frequency corresponds to a Jine density of 10 12 cm-1 and the slow frequency corresponds to a line density of about 10 10 cm -•. Current measurements indicate that the beam has a density that corresponds to that predicted by the low frequency. The high frequency is attributed to a large number of nonaccelerated quasiconfined particles. Particles should be trapped in non-accelerating orbits if µ(aB /ch)> eEz where Er is the accelerating toroidal electric field andµ = i m VUB. In the betatron, Ez -0.8 VI cm, so ifit is assumed that B changes about 1 % over L = l 0 cm, then the requirement for particles to be in these nonaccelerating orbits is
Considering the method of injection where the voltage applied to the injector is greater than 1 O" V, and the magnetic compression, most of the electrons will have sufficient perpendicular energy to remain trapped between local mirrors provided that they are not in the loss cone ( V~ < Vf ).
In light of the possibility of large numbers of quasiconfined particles, consider the accelerator to have two beams. One beam consists of nonaccelerated trapped particles, and the other is the accelerated beam. The background beam will supply fields that are necessary to stabilize the accelerated beam. In this model, consider a background beam of radius a', density n', and position (X 0 , Y 0 ), in addition to an accelerated beam, as seen in Fig. 3 . To find the motion of these beams, first consider the motion of the particles in the beams. The particles in the accelerated beam will experience all the previously described fields in addition to the background beam self-fields (E ;, B ;) and induced electric field (E ;). These fields are given by the following:
where it has been assumed that the background beam has a constant density profile. Similarly, the particles in the background beam will experience the background beam fields and the accelerated beam's self-and induced fields which are the following: 
The guiding center of the accelerated beam particles and the background beam particles can be obtained by substituting the expressions for the fields into Eq. (2). When this is done the following equations are obtained for the accelerated beam particles:
.azR (27) where cu 0 = m;
2 /Wz and it has been assumed that VUfc < 1. In the same manner the guiding center of the background beam particles can be obtained:
The beam equations can be obtained by averaging the particle guiding center equations. In the background beam, (Vii) =0, (x') =X 0 ,and(y') = Y 0 .Futhermore,itisassumed that the motion of the background beam in the direction parallel to the magnetic field is weakly coupled to the motion in the perpendicular directions, so that (Vux') = (Vf 1 )(x') =0 and (Vuy') = (VU}(y') =0.
The terms representing the action of the accelerated beam self-fields on the background beam particles require nontrivial averaging. For a constant density beam the average of any function ofx'[ g{x')), such as the quantity in question, is just the spatial average ofg{x') over the beam area. This can be shown by assuming a distribution function /(x',v') in which case ( g) is the following:
where A is the area of the beam. Using this, consider the regions in Fig. 4 . The drifts from the accelerated beam selfelectric field for each of the regions within the background beam are the following:
where V 1 , V 11 , and Vm are the drifts in regions I, II, and Ill, respectively. When the drift in region I is averaged over region I it will vanish since (y') = Y 0 and (x') = X 0 • Similarly, when the drift in region II is averaged over region II, t hen the average drift will be zero. However, the average drift in Region III will not be zero. The effect of the drift in region III can be expressed as follows: 
In Fig. 4 it can be seen that the above drift will be in the AX b direction and will be the following: 
11,R
This analysis indicates that the background beam motion will be coupled to the accelerated beam motion. In order to find the oscillation frequencies, a normal mode analysis must be used. To accomplish this the above guiding center equations will be expressed in the harmonic oscillator form:
(40)
Assuming oscillations of the form exp(iliJt) the eigenfrequencies can be found. They are given by the following equation: In the betatron, high and low oscillation frequencies were observed. The low frequency corresponds to a beat frequency which will appear on probes since they wiIJ observe a combination of high frequencies that differ by a small frequency. The low frequency is consistent with the line density in the experiment which was obtained by current measurements. This can be seen in Eq. 
where w, is the low oscillation frequency observed in the experiment. In the UCI modified betatron a typical set of data hadBz0 z 4kG, and ws z6X 10 6 sec-1
• If the radius of the background beam is taken to be 4 cm, which was the distance between the injector and the center of the torus, then the line density should be about 1.3X10
10 cm-1 via Eq .
(46). In the experiment the beam current(/) was about 100 A so that the measured line density was about 2 X 10 10 cm -
which is close to the value predicted by Eq. (46). The time-averaged displacements of the background and accelerated beams can also be obtained from Eqs. (35) and (36). These equations indicate that on average the accelerated beam will be displaced to a point (X 0 , Y 0 ) and the background beam will be displaced to a point (.X 0 , Y 0 ), which are given by the following:
Y 0 and Y 0 ~o. (45), then for the two-beam case the accelerated beam has a predicted displacement of about -6 cm with the previously mentioned data. Since 5 cm is the minor radius of the torus, the two-beam theory corresponds quite favorably with the experiment on the question of when the beam hits the wall.
In the experiment it was also observed that the accelerated beam would hit the wall in about 20 µsec if the injector was turned off. Since it is expected that the background beam will essentially fill the torus, background particles will constantly be lost. If injection is stopped, the background beam particles will not be replaced, resulting in the loss of the background beam and thereby the accelerated beam. The lifetime of the background beam can be estimated by assuming an equilibrium between the loss of background particles and.the injection of new particles. Assuming this, the characteristic lifetime of the background beam is r = 2rrRN '/(I I e):::::20µsec, where/is the injector current (:::::2A). Additionally, it is useful to note that the instability that appeared in the single beam model whens#! is absent here since the oscillation frequency does not significantly depend on the betatron field.
IV. COMPARISON OF THE PARAXIAL AND GUIDING

CENTER TREATMENTS
Both the paraxial and guiding center treatments are based on the force equations for a beam particle. The exact force equations are the following:
In the paraxial treatment v; > V~, all the fields are expanded in powers of x and y and only those terms that are constant or proportional to x, y, x, y, x, and ji are kept. By making the above assumptions and averaging the above equations over all beam particles the following beam equations are obtained when Vz ~c:
•
where 
F= -c(c/R -n y)·
when the betatron condition is satisfied, X 0 becomes zero, and there is no average deflection of the beam. The oscillation frequencies can be obtained by assuming X 0 and Y 0 are proportional to exp( -i<Ut) in which case"' is the following: 
In the above it can be seen that if for a particular B >', (J); and (J); are of different signs, then one root of (J) is imaginary and there will be an instability. This corresponds to the instability shown in Sec. II with the one-beam guiding center equations. Also, it can be seen that assuming n; > (J);, there are two basic frequencies predicted by the above; one is around the cyclotron frequency and the other around the diocotron frequency. 2 This is also similar to the guiding center treatment except that the cyclotron frequencies are absent since the cyclotron oscillations are averaged out. By comparing the above paraxial equations to the one-beam guiding center equations, it can be seen that the results of these treatments differ. The major differences are that the guiding center treatment includes effects from the perpendicular energy, and the paraxial treatment explicitly includes the cyclotron motion. It can be seen that in situations where there are nonparaxial particles, the guiding center treatment is appropriate.
In summary, beam equilibrium and oscillations in a modified betatron can be described using a guiding center approach. Two cases were examined, one where all the particles in the accelerator would be accelerated, and the other where there would be a background of quasiconfined particles in addition to the accelerated beam. The data collected with the UCI Modified Betatron are consistent with the two beam case. It was found that a large number of quasiconfined particles create electric fields that cause drifts that can stabilize the accelerated beam. When compared with the onebeam case, the quasiconfined particle beam has larger electric fields so that a larger mismatch io the betatron condition can be tolerated before the accelerated beam would hit the wall.
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